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Regzster 175 MACON, GA. U.S. Depart
More than175 people were mentof Housing and Urban De—
velopment
(Regiondecidedonbe—
IV out of
Atlanta)
has.
_estab—:halfDr, Louieof well—known
CrewandMr.gay couple
Ernest

reglstered to. vote durlng a
"week! long reglstratlon drive
7 held, :in Memphls gay..
lishments.
The . week, _ long
prOJect'
sponsored by the
ended Sunday, Sept. 7.
All. of the Memphis bars
involved in the drive,"
t.. were
‘and | reglstratlons were. made:
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realtor,
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reneged
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HUD
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security
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lease

on

'1n each. ;;*

.the‘ same terms provided for
Wayne Newsome,_ prOJect alt.} other apartment occu—
chairman. for the registratlon pants.
i
drive, sald that persons reg—
Between the
time. of the
istered ranged in age from 18 Idep051t and the time of occu-‘
to* middle—aged and included — . pancy, the realtor had learn: both those who had never reg"'fed that the couple is gay and
istered andkthose who had let is. rac1a11y 1ntegrated
R
previous registration’lapse.”
When
the couple showed up
"Some Of'those . who regis—
to— move in,
they were told
\‘ tered‘ are already getting . they could not rent, on any
their., voter,» cards ..in the / terms. After HUD made ajcall
mail,"! :he added...I..
£ on their behalf, the. realfor‘

, Newsome — said that"he‘was ‘offered them a lease withad—
surprloed ‘a d‘pleased By the ditional. clauses added, | to
_ Eration drive.
”It shows that there is a
grow1ng political
awareness
and — 1nterest among gays."
"All we have
to do now is
get all the people who regis‘tered to get out and vote."
Newsome also ‘said that he
was| delighted with the
ingness of: "all the Memphis
bars ‘to become ‘involved in
{of
"00.
"I was extremely gratified
with ;the cooperation of Mem—
phis bar. owners and staff in

$x

<the’5effect that — they sSula ‘Louie Crew (pale peach) and Ernest Clay (dark brown), win— .
never. have. been arrested or ners of a gay discrimination suit filed in —Macon; Georgia..
any crimes,
— convicted .. of
informed HUD investigators of ,ted a book, The Gay Academic,
clauses that,, HUD later dis—
and re—
their gaiety from the begln(ETC Publications)
covered were not a part of
gay is—
special
ning.
cently edited
the leases signed by other
‘Because the two have never sues of. College English and
tenants before or after the «been convicted of the felony
Margins s. He has been a Ful—
episode.
}
‘they commit regularly in the
bright grantee. and an NEH:
Crew and Clay refused to «sanctity of their home, tech, ‘fellow
at Berkeley.
ter f
terms and
. occupy. on these
claim
nically the realtor‘s
filed complaint.
:
amounted «to ‘a defamation of
During the year—long in—
character.
|
GAIETY Publisher
—
\ vestigation, the Macon Herald
t_» Nevertheless,
HUD‘s ef—
ran . a front—page article at— forts at conciliation failed
tacking the couple for their when Dr. Crew met Aug. 6 with

Q:

foundlng INTEGRITY,
this prOJect " he said.
the national organization of
reglstratlon
¢ fThe voter‘
gay Episcopalians. In an ef—
drlve is the first project of
their
fort
to
"justify"
Queensmen _" criminal
its kind that. the
clause" added. to
have. sponsored
The
group
the lease,
the firm Baxter
will , consider‘ similar pro— Evans & Company filed a copy
Jects to undertake in, the fu— ‘. of that article with HUD, not
ture, however.
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BackTaxesTrigger Razd
Wednesday, Sept.
the — tion has been given for the
spectacular coverage
this
Tango Palace was raided by
raid
received,
This
coverage
officers
of ° the Tennessee
included a picture of a reve—
Department of Revenue
and
nue. official
p031ng behlnd
closed for unpaid back taxes.
confiscated beer.
‘According to John Vaughan,
** Neither has there been.any
owner of the lounge, the raid
justification for the expense
was.. conducted by.revenue of—
of » flying agents from Nash—
ficers from Memphis and Nash—
ville to close the Tango Pal—
ville as well as other local;
ace for less, than $500 in
pollce.
taxes ;
Reliable sources say
Representatives of a Mem—
that Governor Blantons office
Vphis newspaper who were also ‘has been informed of this ir—
present reported‘ ‘the lounge rational action.
‘to be $1,500 behind in taxes.
Later in the week, the Tan—
The | actual bill , as verified go Palace »was allowed to re—
agt
by GAIETY, was only $490.96.
open while‘ negotiations con—
_
satisfactory . explana— 'tinue.
—

Interwewed On TV

the; HUD conciliator and three
GAIETY Publlsher Gary Poe
attorneys for the realtor.
appeared . Sept.. 6.on WHBQ—TV,:
~The conciliation agreement
In a filmed interview with
would have required the real—
tor to «report Yon‘ a regular ~John Glaze for.. Channel 13‘s
basis to HUD its affirmative . Eyewitness News," he‘ explain—,
the purposes of the new
action in compliance with the ‘ed
Memphls based publlcatlon.
x
Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and
Poe mentioned that GAIETYf
as well as make a mod—
41968,
‘est payment to the couple for was concerned : with national,
regional," and local news of
their expenses in the case.
to ‘gay people land
Prominent counsel in Macon intérest.
‘their.
friends..
He stressed
has advised
the <~gay couple
that
GAIETY
is
not
pornogra—
that no lawyer.,
in the area
phic.
and
is
‘the
only— gay:
can be expected to take their
newspaper
in
Tennessee
or the
case on a contingency fee ba—
sis.,
(The «pattern has been Mid— South..
for juries
in the state to
The interview was arranged
decide on the side of unpopu—
through the cooperation of
lar complainants where a gov—
Marge
Thrasher and news dir—
— ernment agency has found dis—
ector Don Stevens who have
crimination,
but
then to
expressed an interest in the
award damages of below $25,
success of GAIETY,
;
hardly‘. adequate to‘ cover a
The filmed reportshowed
lawyer‘s investment...
*
pages of GAIETY
"~ Meanwhile,
the two remain
Joan Baez.
§
$7"
in‘! Fort Valley,
where : Dr,
Glaze and . Channel13 are
Crew is an‘associate profess»
sor of English at Fork Vallay
State‘ College | and prolifie
scholar. He has just comple—
pots
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NewSPaper Account —Yields Insight In
to 19th Century
‘by Fred Harris —
As Memphis developed from a small riv
able town of over 40 thousand people, er settlement into a
To understand one‘sa present situation > it is often useful siz
lated gay people came together to form,a its previously iso—
— to examine the past. . This is as true of groups as of indi— And
,community of sorts.
individuals
in this community occasionally
viduals. ‘In the case of ‘the Memphis homosexual community,. a attentio
iy! drew public . |
n, as an article in the now
look at the city‘s "gay history" may provide insight into daily news
defunct 19th century
paper Memphis Public Ledger reve
our own era.
als.
*
In a story
&
[ts
headlined "The Case of Male
Impersonator Marie Hinkle,
For some, this might
seem
a
neces
sarily brief exercise. ~Beaned the Girls at Broome‘s Variety Theater," the'LedgWho
Memphis didn‘t even have any gay bars until
few years ago, provided the fo1lowing”EEEdﬁﬁt”ﬁlﬁﬁﬁﬁf%%ﬁﬁeﬂfnaividual_ er;iOPh
they would argue; and, prior to that, whoa knows
what gay
"In 1869—1870,
the bright particular star of
‘life here was like?
Broome‘s
§
*
Variety Theater on Jefferson Stre
Yet, there is reason to believe that Memphis had a flour— attractive woman who played
et was Marie Hinkle, a very
ishing homosexual community, complete with gay hangouts and ly fitted her for that linemale parts. Nature had especial —
entertaine
of business. Her features and
rs, as far back as. 100 years ago.
voice. were masculine and her
To ‘be sure,
es in ‘accord with her
<the
facts
not easy to come by. First of" physical peculiarities. Though by tast
all, persons with directare
no
mean
chary of accept—
knowledge of the period have long ing the admiration of the other sex, shes care
since died. Also, the entir
nothing for
e subject of homosexuality was men as such. Her inclination was altogetherd towa
more
hush—
then
hush
than now and was written about relative,. and she
rd women > |
inspired in them a like feeling
~ly little,. Finally, "as it is now, most gay Memphians pur—
towards herself.".
article continued that "it was
sued their lives and loves quietly, unnoticed by police, handThe
remarked by the stage
those among the hahitues who
and
s
press, or the public at large.
were admitted to the E
f
|
inner circle of the performers that Mari
e was the reigning
a ~~ — bean
among the petticoat brigade,
from the well—paid high
Insight Into 19th Century
kickers to the humblest ‘chair warmer‘."
:
*
4
the "high—kicking‘" dancers were
favorites of hers,,
Despite these major obstacles, however, information on the Twopapeofr stat
ed.
19th century Memphis gay life does exist. A careful examin—
:
El
ation of old newspaper articles, for example, reveals sur—
}
prising facts about our River City ancestors. And while the
events cover
present homosexuals in a less than fa—
vorable way,,edtheyoften
do
provi
into the times,
It is anyone‘s guessdewhen the first
gay person came to
Memphis. Perhaps it was a grizzled riverboatm
an, sexually
adjusted to the long, womanless trips down the
Mississippi
River.> Or it may have been one of Walt Whitman‘s
beloved
‘soldiers or youths bringing his tastes from the Atlan
tic
coast to the Southeastern frontier.
On
other hand, it could have been one of the city‘s
respectedthe found
rs who, along with marrying and fa—
‘thering a family,inghadfathe
other
preests as well.
pared
j
to leave
for New York to fill an engageme
While we can only speculatesexuaonl theinterfirst
nt
at
the
Memphian, it Bowery Theater.
is undisputed that the town‘s early settlersgaywere
,
"Ione and Lizette were wild with
sensual lot. In the 1830s, for example, a district ofa lusty
grief at the thought of
Sout
h
‘parting from her and would scarcely
Memphis was nicknamed "Sodom" and its residents were common— sight. Naturally, each grud
let her out of their
ged the other a moment of the
ly referred to as "Sodomites." "The name was given because common idol ‘s time, and jealousy
gave placeto hatred. When.
of theneighborhood‘s alleged general wickedness rather than the day of separation came, they
wrought"to "&"preey——
any sodomitic proclivities, they say, but ‘one ‘still wonders. that made them reckless of consequencwere
es. Both had laid on "Wisse.vien
and,
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Marie

their warpaint and were ready for actio
n." —
|
The crisis came
to a head on the evening of Marie‘s de—
parture, the account reported.
c

"Instant1y,'An’Explosion‘“u
"Each had resolved to act as Marie‘s special escort
from
the Overton Hotel, where she was ‘staying, to the
special:
train that was to bear her away, and neither .was
aware of
the other‘s intention.
They chanced to meet at the ladies‘
entrance to the hotel. It was a match to the magazi
ne., In—

stantly there came an explosion...."

—

The resulting fight, the Ledger reported; attracted the
attention of several men standing nearby.,
. Among these was
Dick English,
the river editor of the Memphis Appeal news
paper, a predecessor of today‘s Commercial
Appeal.).
|
..}
"He knew of the enmity existing between the
two girls,"
and fearing lest they do something desperate,
he ran towards
‘them.
By the
time he reached the spot, they had clinched
and were struggling around into the alley. He
kept on after
them and reached them just as they pulled out
knives and be—:,
gan carving each other."
With the assistance of another man,
the newspaper editor
managed to separate the women and wrest
the weapons from
their hands,
the Ledger reported. _ This was not until
each
woman < had slashed the other about the face
and chest, how,,
‘ever, inflicting ugly wounds.
f
"But for his timely arrival and prompt action
," the papeff
said of English, "there would have been murde
r done."
In the meantime,
the
of the women‘s rivalry had
moved on to bigger and better things. . "Marie Hinkle repea
t,
ed in New York the professional conquests of her
Memphis ca—
reer. Again she became the successful rival
of the gilded
youth for the affections of the girls in her compa
ny and not
a few among her audience.
One of the latter she singled out
‘
_

for a favorite, and they lived together up
to the time of
her (Marie‘s) death...."
i
7
~
ar
teary (TJ
Soon after Marie passed away,
the account concluded,:
"Mrs., Hinkle". was interviewed by a New York newspaper.
© She
seemed overcome with grief at her loss and said that
Marie
had been "a dear good husband" to her. . "
gril me tnt

(Continued on page 7) ©
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re-Operative Transexual Conmders
this is a

Himself

GAIETY

Straight

story about transexual surgery, and in particu—
about a sensitive male who tried to conform sexually and
d not, who met resistance to change from several doc—
i; and who now, ~with the love and understanding of his
lly, is in the process of becoming a heterosexual woman.
‘rom a taped interview:
You feel that you are heterosexual, even though right

you‘re in a male body?"
I‘ve never .
I have never, never felt homosexual.
‘Yes.
Now, I‘m like a homosexual. Well, you
any tendencies.
J»
if I see a man that is attractive, I can think, gosh,
But, with this male body, I
like to go to bed with him.
I don‘t have any inten—
c don‘t go out‘ looking for it.
~}
tA
its":
g
leither (is he a transvestite (a person who may be con—
‘straight'7 except for desires to dress outside of
ared
her gender).
f
"The «doctors told me...thatthey thought I had been born

h female ovaries, because of different physical problems —
t I, have." —
?
;
fies
In his early teens, "my breasts started enlarging, ach—
, hard... they were so sensitive, you know, the nipples.
an wearing a shirt...."
His mother told him it was ‘just normal growing pains.‘
« childhood was fairly normal. I did everything that lit—
: boys are supposed to do and tried my darnedest." >
He started dating at about 13 or 14, "kind of early, I

pose." At the time he was dating girls, did he have any
"No, I really .didn‘t,‘ Maybe I. did, but'
‘lings for boys9
never admit it to myself,. if I did
would
I
them.,
ressed
Litigation Is Rarely Necessary

Married For 10 Years

took some courses at
in Memphis,
21, had a daughter,
age
at
married
,
UniverSity
mphis State
wedlock
of
years
10
after
divorce
a
obtained
d
Now 32—years—old, with training at a local hairdressers‘
hool and a work backgrOund as a wig stylist, he has a male
**
ver with whom he plans to stay after the gurgery.
He finished high school

you may need a lawyer,
In gaining a new public identity,
though litigation is rarely necessary.
to call yOurself
Under common law, you have a legal right

intent to defraud.
by— any name you Wish,pr0Vided there is no
Otherwise,
it.
keep
sex,
r
to eithe
If your name applies
the. last
And
lu
initia
choose a name with the same first
In 1969, "I went to Tennessee Psychiatric (after his mo— name should not be changed.
fiRecords
that will need changing include birth certi
ier‘s death) to find out if I was gay, and if. I was gay," L
tax
passport,
license,
driver‘s
ought I should get treatment and not be gay, because, you] cate, social security card,
st
forms, and bequests.
ow how society frowns on gay people.... The . psychiatri
As for ‘employment, you may find it essential to plan for
at they assigned me to was the, type that would constantly
Some government money
n
g
i
w
:
ego.
-v0cationa1l training in —a new field.
:y_tgo,,buAild.my—<male~
The doctor dismissed the possibility that the patient was . is
If you have no trade or profession yet,
~available.
There will be no employment records
iy or neededa sex change.
things may be simpler.
to alter, no employer attitudes to change.
t
Title VIL of the 1964 Civil Rights Act guards agains
sex.
of
basis
the
on
ment
discrimination in employ
A wealth of information on gender change is available from
Avenue,
In case of arrest for cross—dressing, etc., remember that
Moreland
1627
N,
FOUNDATIO
NAL
EDUCATIO
ERICKSON
your
you are not obliged to give any information other than
(504) 343—2549.
Phone:
Baton Rouge, LA 70808.
ty
..
and
social
securi
number
birth,
of
date
,
name, address
The trend is toward more medical insur—
Medical costs:
w seoe m mn he h He ‘ois i me joe ise ine ms .._____....____-_._-_.._...__.....____..-__..__...._.___......_..
ance for transexuals, — Medicaid in Tennessee does not cover
1t‘
with
cope
to
trying
along,
going
be
still
1‘d
(2 guess
any therapy related to gender change except psychiatric ser—
had:
they
transexual
the
known
not
had
I
if:
could,
I
best
he
vices, according to the State Department of Public Health.
ust done surgery on.
‘
|
said, "They explain to,‘you up at
The quoted transexual
here is the‘
For persons considering conversion surgery,
(do your surgery at no charge,4but you
U.T. that they will
|
mate
|
est advice available from GAIETY‘s sources:
are responsible for your hospital bill."
You "must dress, work, and, in general, live in the de—
ired gender role for six months to two years before sur—
Candidates Must Be 21
‘ery, depending on your needs.
Candidates for surgery must be at least 21—years—old.
Gain Experience As ‘Right! Sex
For male—to—female transexuals, electrolysis of the beard
Hormones for a female to—male will deepen the
is essential.
No matter how powerful the conviction that you are trap—‘ voice. _‘ All transexuals must continue to «use. hormones

needs work and is will—
.If you
female employee.
ing to try anything suitable for a
3620,
Box
P.O.
Y,
GAIET
please contact
have job information,
f
>
4
Memphis, TN 38103.)

(The transexual in. our interview

IL cannot
grant me the serenity to accept the things
m to
wisdo
and
can
I
s
thing
the
courage to change
change,
hr
Niebu
old
Reinh
—
,
know the difference."

«e

"God

+

night in cross—dress.
When you are fully ready for the public, take a walk in
daylight,. You will know that your performance is successful
if no one you pass turns to take a second doubtful look as
you go by.
Understate rather than
Don‘t overdo in makeup or dress.
to attract undue at—
try
not
Do
appearance.
your
exaggerate
tention.
Approach people with tact and forethought when the time
Families and employers have
comes to talk over your plans.'
been shocked and alienated on. seeing a familiar person
Preparing
abruptly appear before them in unfamiliar guise.
saved a
or
them beforehand might have kept a family united,
job. |: :.}; !.:

«—

lay, by everyone you meet.
You are advised to postpone testing yournew identity un—
cil .the‘ hormones administered by your physician produce
mough physical changes.
*
consulting your mirror and using a
Rehearse in private,
tape recorder, After several dress rehearsals, invite a few
Then go out at
friends to your home and let them react.

.
throughout their lives.
‘Female—to—male surgery is — not yet ‘very satisfactory.
funcThere is not yet a technique to produce an organ that
tions for both intercourse and urination.
if:
Surgery indeed can solve your one major problem, but
you
s,
problem
all
it will magically solve
you expect that
according to the Erickson Educational
will be disappointed,.
Spiritually, the stress. should be on wholeness,
Foundation.
a more abundant life, relief. from
adjustment,
well—being,
E
©
suffering and misery.

«+

»ed in the body of the wrong sex, you must gain the experi—
mee of ‘being treated as the ‘right' sex — all day, every

bigs,
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Lette rs

GAIETY

MCC

Reflecting Gay Life in the South

Canvassmg Memphu

definitely

Dear

Editors and Staff:
needed in i
I have just recently read
area, and one that wil)
your new newspaper and wish
straightforward «and abc
Co—Editors.........,....°.°.....Gary Poe
you all success and continued
board.
|
Lila Baker
_,. service to the gay community!
There is no need to mi
News Editor..as..............Fred Harris —
I particularly noticed the
matters and not face the
Alley
articles on Metropolitan Com—
sue 1\but' due to our str:
munity Church and the obvious
‘laced families,
associat
GAIETY welcomes manuscripts from its readers, but will
lack of any religious gay or—
and business connections —
not return unsolicited material unless accompanied by a
ganizations such as . MCC in
are hypocrites.Not of our:
stamped,
self—addressed envelope.
GAIETY reserves the
the Memphis area.
‘choosing,
but by force
There is a representative
right ‘to edit material
to fit space requirements and to —
‘circumstances. You can
act half—way human.
If
meet editorial
standards,
Views expressed in columns
from the Universal Fellowship
and letters
do not necessarily represent the attitude
do, every word and gesture
of
Metropolitan
Community
‘and opinion of GAIETY,
j
misconstrued,
BUT, just
Churches who has just started
to canvas the Memphis area to
cept the fact ‘and go ah
Names and/or — pictures of any person, organization,
or
asses. the need of a ministry «and be as natural as circ
business appearing ‘in GAIETY should not be interpreted
to
the gay community. Any ‘stances will warrant.
— Name Withh
as an indication of the sexual preference of that per—
interested persons who wish
son, organization, or business, or of its members or em—
to participate in such an en—
\ ployees.
deavor may contact Ms. Char—
lene E. Taylor,P.0. Box 3620,
; Copyright e 1975.
All rights reserved.
Memphis, TN 38103 for infor‘mation.
Yours in Gay Pride°
— Charlene E. Taylor
Published monthly by the Gali Company,
P. 0, Box 3620, Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Poetic |

Musings

i

I did‘ shatter some misconceptions, too.
You know the
type....how can IL be gay if I don‘t act effeminate.
The
classic‘ one was a statement to the effect:
"You can‘t be
that way — I‘ve seen you with too many chicks."
__
This liberation thing has been a learning experience for
both sides.
I‘ve learned that it‘s not as terrible as IL had
‘imagined...not as traumatic. My| co—workers have :learned
that a gay person can be anyone, ‘even someone that they had
every reason to think straight. ‘And being gay doesn‘t some—
how change a person.
I still work and relate in the same
ways.
Being gay is not the mark of the Beast.
f
.
Now,
I‘m not about to try to convince anyone to go pub—
lic.
(It‘s> a decision that every individual must make. But
‘for me,
I wouldn‘t think of going back.
The relief is
beautiful.
—— GP

Keeping You Informed
It‘s all coming'together,'folks.' Things are happening.
Sergeant Matlovich ‘has produced a potential
"Brown versus
Board of Education." Time has printed a seven page spread on
the "Gay Drive for Acceptance." Elaine Noble is taking gay
liberation into politics.
Eyes are beginning to open.
Things are happening in Memphis too.
In one month, three
new gay bars have become realities.
There‘s also a good
chance that Memphis can have a gay church
Memphis doesn‘t have to be isolated. Sure we‘re smack
dab in the middle of the bigot belt,but so was San Francisco
—..once upon a time.
Give us your cooperation...we‘ll
give you the news...to—

,gether we‘ll make today a good day to be gay.

l
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To the staff of GAIETY:
My thanks
to all of you
for the work you are doing
— helping others in the Mem— ,_
alone.
phis area understand gay life
They don‘t know and I cs
more.
tell them.
We have for so long been
am scared.
in need of a newspaper such
am «lonely.
as GAIETY.
Through GAIETY
am tired.
may we all
love and under—
am defeated.
stand gay life, and respect
it for what it is.
need to talk to you toni
— Willard
H

into the street"? Well, I was afraid that was going to be
my situation a few weeks ago. I decided to come out of the.
‘closet at my job, and for a while I feared that I was going‘
to be hitting the street looking for a new one.
But, you know, it hasn‘t worked out that way. The people
I work with are, for the most part, pretty liberal. But I
‘used to hear queer jokes occasionally, and so I had no. real
conception of what their reaction would be.
f
I think the important thing is that they basically liked
me anyway, and when I told them the truth and admitted my
‘homosexuality, they couldn‘t come up with any logical reason
to instantly not like me.

UNTITLED
by Dennis Mainord
I want to talk to you tonig
I am shut up in this room

To GAIETY:
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Declosenng Brlngs Rellef
Remember that liberation slogan "Out of the closet and

because
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to give up.
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need your acceptance.—
need your friendship.
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Where are you7
MARRIED ON THE MORROW
by Gladys IL. Marshall
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i
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i
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_ For the sunI/has risen on
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ritten in 1920 when she was
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#128,
eight very tumultuous years,
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Hme during which each of his

parents
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with
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asserts, their marriage was
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‘that his parents! marriage
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Second
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~I cannot say that

have come up with
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heard
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But,
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To Wine Friends
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‘ed., Here goes:
is always with
who
Ann,
someone m AND OR ANOTHER.
with beautiful hair —
Carol ,
Doris, on the heavy
:CLAIROL,
Ellen, who
DOORILS.
side —
wears glasses = ELLENS.

in

important sound
‘any language."
Yet we go on calling each:
‘other "Darling" or "Sweet—

"Honey" because we
;was~ strong: and very secure, heart" or
can‘t
think
of anything else.
especially in the: last 42,
A
good
guide
for improving
years is, given credence by
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recall
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powers
"the‘ apparent love shown in ‘our
and
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by
Book
Memory
to each other
letters
<their:
Lean
Peabody~—Mc
The
Lucas.
which are included in this
‘Public Library has two copies,
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py.
: book.
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~This
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son, "Their marriage was a
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2
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1 spect, enduring love, and a
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j Each. gave <to the other full
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Honor was rooted
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\ succeeded because each found
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ipiness.only in the. company of
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last month.

Paul, with roaming hands —
PAWL.
Sharon,
very generous
— SHAREN,
Suzanne, .. a wild
always
one — SUZANY,
Terry,
who
Vicky,
TARRY.
‘late —
moves every few weeks—EVICKY.
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scriptions,
physical traits,
habits,
and clothing styles.
For out—of—towners,
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the names of cities or states
or nations.
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numbers,
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.
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mothers, men, people repre—
senting a multitude of pro—
fessions, and, most refresh—

ing,some elderly gay couples.
I— am not advocating
. Now,

that we all join in —72—hour
sports marathons every week—
end. But I do think the mor—
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tical rallies, impromptu ga—
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Finally,
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to
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Photographer Scoffs
At Sears‘ Reasoning
Some readers
of themay Sears‘
Fall—Winter
catalog
think
that
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shouldbe
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the
news—
andof
stand next
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Viva.
It‘s
all
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what
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envi
egular homosexual clientele. — It is not difficult to nce
at
orma
perf
e‘s
Mari
in
ng
taki
town
t
abou
ion a young man

to nearby Court
roome‘s land then walking half a block
it may
To this extent,
quare for further diversion there.
t.
‘ell have been Memphis‘ first gay establishmen
listing for
the
y,
ctor
Dire
City
his
Memp
1872
In the
a Broome‘s
ead,
Inst
‘roome‘s Variety Theater disappears.
if atten—
er
wond
t
One migh
ialoon at 41 Jefferson shows up.
imper—
male
the
r
afte
lance at the Variety Theater declined
into
go
to
ded
deci
me
and that Mr. Broo
zonatorﬂs departure,
f
:
che bar business instead.
If the activities at Broome‘s and of Marie Hinkle shocked
a more sensational gay de—
Jr'titillated Memphians in 1870,°
Occurring some 22 years
velopment lay in the city‘s future.,
this event would scan—
—
later — during the "Gay Nineties"
nation as well.
entire
dalize not only Memphis but the
t
\_. (NEXT MONTH: | The Ward—Mitchell Affair)
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Cheers. Entrance;
Ta ra Wells Has ‘Charisma‘
Audience

"loungeand is certainlyunique.
Her appeal is ‘charismatic and
exciting;
her audience loves
her.
<
Tara knows that her strong
point is not in beauty.
In
fact,
she admits
that
the
"glamorous
look" is beyond
her,
But Tara considers her—.
‘self most importantly an en—
tertainer...and entertain. she
does.
"It
Should *Have Been Me"
is
her most successful num—
ber. < In it < she creates the
illusionof a really low class
woman
who
becomes
enraged
that her man is marrying ano—
ther woman.
Tara stalks; she
stares; she screams; she cre—
ates a real fever throughout

tember iCalendarH'eic't'ic
Gracious
Granny,busy month..
hasn‘t
this
been
a
busy,
Myso . hectic
social thatcalendar
has been
I‘m
absolutely
dizzyThe (nofestivities
smart remarksgotnow).
off
(sorry
about
that)
start
withAug. the31. Bill Grif—
contest
fin walkedCandaway some
with "ofall our
the
honors
hearts). I‘ll tell YOU,
swim suit
Sep

to ‘a good‘
Mr.‘ Entree

that.
competition
is
something ELSE!
the audience.
Then the next night, Laura
But offstage,
Tara is a
was chosen as the
"down to earth woman" who
Entree
representative — of
loves "dogs, cats, horses, oh
feminine talent and beauty. A
all |: animals."
She —
lot of spice was added to the
love with Memphis when she
pageant by several new faces
friends and de—
contestants.
cided to stay.
cluding at least one first
_ A ‘six—foot,
three:
time girl.
half inch blonde, Tara is a
This brand new competition
Taurus and a
pre—operative
is going to be an annual af—
transexual.
She doesn‘t date
fair, and
the winners will
gay guys, but she‘s definite—
represent the Entree Nuit in
ly ‘in the market fora hus—
other
contests‘
and shows
band. .The basic requirement
throughout <the year.
is
the ability to treat her
My
congratulations
to
"like. a human being," but
Johnny for a well executed
Tara »adds,
"hes gotta be
to Miss Massey
able to handle me."
I‘d say
for her clever
(and only oc—
that"" handling
Tara "Wells
fcaSionally bitchy)hosting." >
would be —a pretty big job.

Lee Love

fell in

was visiting

"It Should. Have
Tara Wells

really

Been Me."
projects!

by Gary Poe
The music starts... immedi—
ately the audience recognizes
‘the theme —and goes wild with
cheers and applause.
Soon
the . applause becomes rhythm,
and out stomps Tara Wells.
‘Tara is one of the newest
Playgirls at George‘s Theatre

and a

. among : the

+++++++++++++++
Hey, talk about fun....the
Saturday Evening: Gay got an
invite ‘to a great pienic on
Labor Days" Neva and Peggy:
. you sure know how to throw a
bash....plenty /‘ of. food "and
booze, and even an impromptu
‘outdoor show. I got to meet
some interesting new people
and to see some old friends
Let‘s
— doing some new things.
not wait a year to (do it
again.
+t

—

2491

ELVIS

PRESLEY

BLVD.

CONTINUOUS

FEMALE

MALE

AND

shows

_

ENTERTAINMENT

IMPERSONATORS

FEMALE G0 — G60 DANCERS

Chicago

Scene

Disappointing
ie

by Martha Brummett

‘"No one‘ here now was her
then," said
the manager o
the Fine Arts Building
i
Chicago,
where Margaret An
derson published the Littl
Review from 1914 to 1929.
And truly, all memories o
that. early lesbian/feminis
have vanished.
¢ The ._10th. floor, seems al
most vacant except*ﬁor-udvme
ing school
and the Meher Bs
ba Center, although the wall
facing
the »~elevators
ar
still decorated with the pre
Raphaelite, literary mural
that Anderson admired.
Downstairs in the Artists
Snack
Shop,. photographs
_c
— Shirley Temple and.
‘: Monroe hang — on recently i:
stalled
plywood walls,.
ar
the atmosphere is hectic wil
hurrying
crowds — —and
lo
Greek music. One has the in
pressionthat Margaret Ande:
son would not have approved.
These days, lesbianism a:
literature flourish at tl
women‘s ‘center some 60 bloc!
northwestat. 3523 N. Halstea
The center houses the Counse
ing Resource Center, Lavend:

Bill Kendall threw a good—
ie lastmonth at the Bristol
Theatre on Summer Ave.
The
showing for Sept. 8—9 includ— Press, and the‘ New Alexandr
ed some beefcake as well as Library; it is open ‘from t
cheesecake.
Casey Donovan, to eight weekday afternoon
among others, was featured in— with — a —relaxed ‘sisterly a
some really stirring shorts — mosphere and a bathroom wi
(there were some stirring _ what must be the most orig
shorts in the audience, too, ‘nal collection of graffiti
for that matter).
the United States.
Of course, the highlight
I asked a few women abo

‘ of
Floor

4446+ +

were just as tired as ever.
t
Really, it was a hoot!
The only negative point of
the evening was the poor at—
tendance. You know, it‘s not
often that ‘movies are shown
in Memphis especially for gay
people, and I certainly think
we should support them.
Well, that‘s been my Sept—
ember; I hope October will be
as diverse.
Remember though,
if you hear of "something ex—
citing" coming,
think about
your
little
ole ; Saturday
Evening Gay.
U".

—the

evening was the film ® the Chicago bar scene.

fromthe 1969 Miss Gay Memphis
‘and Miss Cotton Festival.
Truthfully, the quality of
‘these prints left a little to
‘be desired,
but just the
chance to see how it was in
Memphis over five years ago
was worth the cost. of the
ticket.
I recognized a few faces

that are still around...Bill.
Kendall, Melina, Miss Massey,.
oh several.
And some of them

"Di
gusting" was the‘ unanimo
reply, and I was told or sc
recent outbreaks of violen
between gays. However, the
is little police harassme:
probably due to the lack
anti—gay laws in Illinois.
My experience <in Chic:
left me feeling that Memphi
with all its problems, ha:
solid gay community with j
tential for even more col
siveness and activism.

||
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Doctor, I Have This Problem

GAIETY‘

Venereal Warts Caused By Virus- RequireTreatment
by Dr. David Gibson
(Dr. David Gibson is the pseudonym for a Memphis physician.
Each month he will answer as many questions as space permits.
If you have a subject you would like to know more about,
please write to: GAIETY, P.O. Box 3620, Memphis, TN 38103,)
Virus May Cause Warts
Qgestion
What are anal warts?
What causes them? What are
the symptoms?How can they be distinguished from hemorrhoids?

No "Sure—Cure"
Question

done about depression?
Are there any.
for ‘this sort of problem? — What about;
|
j
.

What can be

"sure—cure"
lithium?

drugs

Answer Well, you need to go to your family doctor. And if:
he is unable to take care of you, or if he doesn‘t have the
time, he can refer you ‘to a psychiatrist. There are no
"sure—cure" drugs. Lithium is a drug used in a certain type.
of depression; it‘s more of a preventive drug than a cure or
treatment.

Answer This person must be asking what are moise,"venereal"
warts, which are simply warts seen around the perianal area,
the vulva,
the anus,
the groin region.
It is felt that
these are caused by a virus, but it
is not known for sure.
There really are no symptoms — the warts are just there, and
they‘re unsightly, just like on the fingers.
They Sometimes
‘come in aggregates, coalescent in one mass.
They‘re usually
burned off when they are in this area.
— Sometimes there are
up to 100 in these areas.
Ample Derriere?
‘Question I enjoy. bicycling and do it almost every day for
exercise.
Recently,
however, a friend of mine told me that
sitting on ~a narrow bike seat for any length of time will
spread the buttocks and permanently widen one‘s rear.
Since
my derriere is ample already, I‘m not eager to enlarge it
further by frequent cycling.
Is my friend right — does fre—
quent cycling give one a fat behind?
Please advise.
Answer —I doubt it very seriously. You have.p1enty of muscle
tone in your buttocks, and it would quickly resume its old
shape..
s
Sleep Is Only "Aphrodisiac”i
Question How dangerous
crease sexual pleasure? —

is

it
:

|

More Homosexual Than Heterosexual
ggestion Lately,
after having sex, which I‘ve always en—
This not only disturbs me, but
joyed,
I get upset and cry.
(I
my partner as well,. What do you think is wrong with me?
am bisexual,
and this has only occurred with members of the
opposite sex.)
:
:
[
;
Answer The first thing that comes to mind is that possibly
this person is more homosexual than heterosexual, and maybe
feels more comfortable with a partner of the same sex.
Of
course there could be many explanations.
It might be well
to see a therapist,
&
j
—
Cause Unknown
Question I‘ve heard that homosexuality is caused by insuf—
Is that true?
ficient sucklingas an infant
Answer The best answer, .I think, is that the cause of homo—
sexuality
is
unknown,. There are several hypotheses —
hormonal, environmental....environmental being the
genetic,

most significant one now.
Rectal Mucosa — Fragile, Tender

to use amyl nitrite to. in—

Answer Amyl nitrite is a drug which can sometimes be in—
haled for treatment of angina
(chest pain).
Evidently, it
dilates
the coronary arteries of the heart.
It has no use
in increasing sexual pleasure.
It is dangerous to use if it
is not indicated.
Anything used as an aphrodisiac is really
fraudulent because
the only true "aphrodisiac" ever known
(and people have been trying to find something for thousands
of years) ‘is just a good night‘s sleep, a healthy body, and
adequate exercise. There‘s no other "aphrodisiac" known.

|

Question Does anal intercourse ‘cause anyinternarweamageQ
Is there any particular position that is less apt to cause
pain or damage? What about make—shift lubricants (vaseline,
vegetable shortening, hand lotion)?

possible ‘that"anal intercourse can cause dam—
age. The rectal mucosa is rather fragile and tender, and a
liberal use of a sterile lubricant jelly would be very im—
portant, The best position for the male would be dog style,
i.e., from the rear, because that would put less pressure on
the prostrate gland. In the female, no position would be
_ more damaging than another. Make—shift lubricants can burn.
Preparations with oils and perfumes'may cause irritation.
Answer — It‘s

Surgical jelly would be best.

:

|

Urinating Would Help
Question What about . contracting a urinary infection by en—
gaging in anal
intercourse? Will urinating ‘to flush the
tract prevent this infection?
I
Answer Men are not as prone to urinary tract infections as
women — a woman‘s urethra is much shorter, and, of course, a
man‘s urethra‘ is according to the length of his penis — and
germs don‘t come back up as easily,
I would say that urina—
ting right afterwards would be a help.
In fact, we used to
tell the guys in Vietnam about GC (and that‘s. really all GC
is — urethritis) that urinating right afterwards would help.

j
~;
/
Psychological Proof

.

TCK(sx¢;
/

Question In your September column, you said that women are
more "passive" than men,
according to society. — What do you
‘say?
Can you give biological or psychological proof that
this statement is true?
Answer Well,
IL happen to be in this society, so I say the
same
thing.
Biologically it is not true — I don‘t think
there is any: question about that.
Psychologically, I sup—
pose,
it could be proven.
Devise a psychological test and
give it to 100 men and 100 women, and you‘ll find that in
this white anglo—saxon society women are more passive. Black
men, however, tend to be more passive.
Blacks have a matri—
archal
constellation in their families, and the women tend
to run the show.

Gay Sgt.” Has
‘Top Ratings

A Night At The Opera
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Or ‘Hor Ccome Ya Do Me LikeYa Do?”
(Con t from page 6)
by Gary Poe
the sleepy little town of Se—
blood vessel; now he‘s guilty
If the discharge is upheld
ville where the soldiers are
of mutiny,
With nothing left
by these higher: Air Force of—
kind of ‘loitering about,making passes
to do, he joins
the gypsy
There‘s
a
special
ficials, Matlovich! attorneys mystique about opera. Nothing
at the little peasant girls.
band. (Don‘t leave now folks,
say, they will take the case
it‘s gonna get worse.) ,
says,"I‘ve got culture" quite
Enter Carmen.
to the federal courts..
—
And
Now
Carmen‘s
areal
floozy.
Act Three. Everybody‘s in
‘like attending an opera.
Prior to announcing his
the mountains at the‘: gypsy
She teases the soldiers a lot
I
guess‘
always
wanted
to
homosexuality, T/Sgt. Matlo—
see one, not that I expected but won‘t give them anything. camp. These gypsys are also
vich taught a race relations
(Aha,
the
plot
to enjoy it. (But I wasn‘t ‘Then she notices Don Jose who smugglers. Carmen
course at Langley AFB. Since ‘sure that I
starts to
didn‘t
like
has Been ignoring all her. thickens.)
then, he has served in a lim—
stewed turnips either, until flirting. Carmen can‘t stand play solitaire, but she keeps —
ited administrative capacity. I tried them.)
turning up the ace of spades
this and gives him the full
at base headquarters. He ‘will
State. treatment.
& , , DEATH,
The
recent
Memphis
She
ultimately
remain on active duty in the

Then the friendly, neigh—
produces a rose from between
borhood
bullfighter,
Esca
her huge breasts and throws
millo, drops in for tea, Car—
it at him.
Don Jose is quite
men flips over Escamillo, and
surprised (as you can well
the toreador gets pretty hot
imagine) ,
and he promptly
about her too...but not as
falls in love with Carmen. As
hot as good old Don Jose, who
it turns out, this was not a
tells
the bullfighter to go,
very smart thing to do.
shove it.
Inevitably, Carmen
Carmen goes back to work
and Don Jose have a few words,
in, the cigaret factory, gets
so Don Jose goes home to his
in a fight,
and
tries
to
mother.
to
knife another girl,
Don Jose
Well,
on
to
the
last
act.
has
to arrest her.
But she
Carmen joins Escamillo at the
sweet talks him, and the good
.
arena, and they put on this
Don
lets
Carmen
escape.
great love act.
The bull—
‘(Again, not a smart
thing to
fighter
goes
inside
to rustle
do — this Don Jose is a real
up
a
hamburger
while
Carmen
loser.)
2. af
+
5
waits outside, yodeling about
The next act finds
Don
Jose doing a hoedown at a lo—
how much she loves him.
Suddenly good old Don Jose
cal bar,
When his boss walks
appears,
looking like he‘s
in and starts to put the make
spent the night at Joe‘s bar
on Carmen,
Don Jose: busts a
and grill.
He says he can‘t
live without Carmen.
Carmen
says that she‘d sure like to
"If you‘ll only settle for
try it without him.
the best,
it‘s amazing how
So the broken hero, Don
often you‘ll get it."
Jose, sheathes his knife be—
— Oscar Wilde
tween
Carmen‘s
pendulous
breasts (L knew those things
good for something).
—, were
Why
Carmen falls to the floor,and
her jilted lover kneels over
her,
singing his
troubles
right in her face (holy hali—
can be an
alternate life
the other. But don‘t worry,
tosis).
;
style — no better, no worse —
you‘re okay.
So, the life of a "loose"
than.
heterosexuality, more
woman is over, and DonJose
will have the courage to come
DEAR MAUDE,
Every time I go
(if his last song is any in—
out
to the bars, people are warm
dication)is a babbling idiot.
and friendly towards me.
But
The toreador, we are. left to
What has hap—
DEAR READERS
there is one thing that bo—
assume, meets
this real cow
gay old fash—
pened
to the
thers me., When I want to pick
and lives happily ever after.
ioned motto, "accept me for
up a trick, IL somehow turn
So much for Carmen and the
who I am,
how I
what
I am,
them off.
I‘m not physically
myth that opera is somehow
disturbing
that
am"?
It‘s
beautiful, but I need sex and
culture...as far as I‘m con—
many
of
us
do
not
take
time
togetherness just like every—
cerned, it‘s a real hoot}
to understand other: people.
one else. .What‘s wrong?.
SMILE, MY BROTHER
He or she could be beautiful
— Frustrated
by
Gladys IL. Marshall —
in many ways but all we us—
DEAR FRUSTRATED, Since you‘re . ually think about is the phy—
sical.
That‘s the wrong way JWithin these days on earth
no "raving beauty,"
improve
some rain must fall
to
begin
a relationship un—
yourself! Lose weight, change
So I just take the good and
less
you‘re
only
interested
your hair style and clothes
bad as
it comes and goes.
in sex. We make errors by not
pattern. Above all, be your—
The. world is
full: :of joys
looking
inside
another
per—
self.But don‘t be aggressive,
and sorrows,
j
son.
Who
knows?
—
This
"in—
this really scares them off.
So smile, my brother, and
side" could be the
fulfill—>
‘don‘t despair.
;
ment of your deepest needs.
DEAR MAUDE, . Why don‘t closet
Again, let‘s begin to ac—
Love will — find its way
queens‘ come out?
cept the "what, who and how"
into your life :
= Curious
of a person. We can learn
equally and still
to show you
things better this way.
I
some
happier days.
DEAR CURIOUS,
Gay people who
don‘t think sex is all that
in
the
closet
are
not
are
vital and we can , begin to
ready to accept themselves.
Everyone has loved and has
‘truly appreciate
the other
been loved;
Society
has
placed
such
a
person more as well.
Who
_
But,. he‘s happy who can keep
taboo on homosexuality that
knows?
The next person you
his sanity
it takes a lot of self—con—
meet could be really beauti—
in this world
fidence to acknowledge it.
the:
ful — inside.
Remember
without having
Gay liberation though is our
famous railroad crossing sig—
to take his
When
closet
nals
—
Stop,
Look
and
Listen.
‘ the line, you MIGHT find
_ biggest hope.
life.
—
Maude
gays
learn
that
homosexuality
‘self. drawn to: one more than

production of Carmen was the
AirForce until a final de— perfect opportunity for my
cision is made by Mclucas.
djnitiation,.
I‘ll have to ad—
puring the hearing, which
mit that I was surprised; op—
lasted 4 days, numerous
era is really fun! Now the
nesses testified supporting
acting was kinda hokey (who
fitness —
Sergeant Matlovich!
stands
around singing
in
These
for military service.
French all the time?),but the
Douglass . H.
included ° Dr.
plot was really campy.
Chessen,
Air Force psychia— >
started in
The story all
trist, Wendell | Pomeroy, pSy—
chologist ~of Kinsey Report
‘Amazon Quarterly ‘
fame, and 11 of Sergeant Mat—
lovich‘ fellow race relations
Stopping Publication
Anstructors.
Threa. attorneys, two civil—
Amazon
After three years, ‘ Amazon
ians from the American Civil
Quarterly
is
folding.
‘Liberties Union and an Air
In an undated letter sent —
represented
Force captain,
the
‘to
subscribers recently,
Matlovich during the hearing.
editors
complain
that
"neith—
‘They argued that the military
‘regulations banning homosex— Cer feminism nor lesbianism
comprise a philosophy" and.
uals violate the constitu—
—
that ~ their readers were too §
rights
of
privacy
and
tional
involved with day—to—day liv—
equal. protection of the law.
Col. James Applegate, who | ing ‘to concern ; themselves
represented
the Air Force,. with higher issues.
Subscribers
have ~ their
said "Sergeant Matlovich is
choice
of
back
issues
of the
only one ‘ part of the Air
magazine
or
a
copy
of
the
an—
_ Force,andthe {Air—Force ‘could,.
thology
The
Lesbian
Reader.
_ not , stand the: stress 8

Ask

No

Ma ude ?

1

Need ForAlarm; Bisexualzty Is OK !

© men
DEARandMAUDE,
I‘ve with
beenwomen.
with —
I‘ve
been
I don‘t
know
which isI —
In fact,
‘like
better.
‘My
question
‘should
I like
to be withCan‘toneI
more
than
the
other.
‘like
be okay?both = Must I Choose?
Sure you
DEARlike
MUST both
I CHOOSE,
equally.
can
to be
sexualityabout.
is nothing
should
You
alarmed
with
associate along
. continue
both sexes.to Somewhere

adevain‘ ell Mex

Michael Keorns ?

‘Husl'ler Shocks Producers
Michael Kearns, an actor at one time, Marilyn Monroe,
in his mid—20s, has shocked was shocking,
was
the producers of The Waltons, shocking. for a everyone
little while;
as well as much of the read— then everybody grows out of
ing | public, with his new it, and 10. years from now
book, The Happy Hustler.
someone will have a book that‘
The book deals .with his makes
this
life in Hollywood off the Walt Disney." book look like
screen....the life of a well
One thing, however, which
paid, bi—sexual male prosti— has been shocking
to Michael,
tute.
is the response he‘s been
You may have seen Michael getting.
on television when he played fan mail. First. there‘s the
a major role in a segment of
"I get just an incredible
TV‘s most wholesome show, The number
letters from teen—
Waltons. Michael played the age kids.of who
suddenly think
part of a student who became that this is something
John—Boy‘s big brother at orous, just like being a glam—
mov,
college. Now you can see ‘ie star, being a call boy.
even more of him on the cover
you know,
I just write
of his book. Since publica— And
them the most negative and
tion in April, The Happy
letter
saying
Hustler has sold over a quar— discouraging
how could I possibly, based
ter million copies.
>
on reading a letter,
encour—
Michael doesn‘t see any— age
you
to become a male
thing particularly wrong with prostitute, It‘s ludicrous."
being a call boy.
then, of course, there
What .I did was, I just are Andthose
who, don‘ t.
sort of came to terms with feel that people
he‘s
done far
the fact that I just...really enough.
needed an excessive amount of
"Everybody wants me to be
love,and I got it. Of course, a Rona
and tell all,
L don t_ see the difference you know.Barrett,
Really tell every—

THE

QUEENS

MEN, INC

Presents

THE 1975 PAGEANT OF

(Used by Permission)

between that and a career as
thing,
tell specifics about,
an entertainer, I mean, what
well,
who in Hollywood did
s less ridiculous, someone
you sleep with,
who‘s
the
going
out
and trying to
rock star,‘
who‘s
the this,
please 2,000 people that they
who‘s on the soap opera? They
don‘t know,
or going into a
want to know all the speci—
bedroom with one person and
fics.
$
i
trying to please them."
But Michael Kearns has de—
Michael says that he isn‘t
cided to keep all that juicy
hustling anymore,
and he ad—
information to himself.
You
mits
that he wrote the book © see, there‘s a matter of hon—
to further his acting career. or, even among prostitutes.
To be sure, The Happy Hustler
69696969696969696969696969696
has received a lot of atten—.
tion. —
People
have / been
""Love is found by those who
shocked by his book,
but
can live with human nature
Michael
doesn‘t worry about
as it is."
it.
‘Mick Jagger —was shocking
969696969696969696969696969 6

NO RESERVATIONS ..... ..
TICKETS..35.00
THE XANADU BALLROOM
— 1447 UNION AVE. === /
— 8.R.M. FRIDAY, OCT 31 1975 —
TITLE HOLDER $150.00 AND TROPHY
FIRST ALTENATE ©100.00 AND TROPHY
SECOND ALTENATE $50.00 AND TROPHY
Beet
Aubleses #at.ee AnbTRePNY —
ENYRY FRE Sas.uoapprrcafrows AVANABCEArhes at
LOouNees. PACENT csnremafﬁrﬁreuaﬂs PNEE“I?! s

s\

Roe. aux new 1,henna: J BHA —
lete

— U.S.CoPTMGur Amame||
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Figures Show VD Again Approaching EpidemicStag
es
by Mark White °
In people <+who have had anal
Contact either your per—
intercourse, the chancre may
sonal
physician or thehealth
appear around the anus,
department
today,. It is: no
In men and women who have
disgrace
to
catch VD, only to
‘oral/genital intercourse with
keep
it
and
transmit it to
an infected person, the chan—
‘others.
cre could appear on the lips,

one com—.
— VD,
the
number
municable disease,. in the na—
‘tion,
is
again
approaching
epidemic state in Memphis and
‘Shelby County,
according
to
‘the Memphis and Shelby County
Health Department.
In
an
effort
to control
‘this
highly
infectious dis—
ease,
the
VD
clinic at 805
Adams
‘is
open Monday
and

Thursday from 8 a.m. — 7 p.m.
and
Tuesday,
Wednesday, and
Friday
from
8 a.m. — 4 p.m.
for
testing and treating pa—
‘tients.
This service is per—
formed
for
anyone
at no
charge,
and
confidentiality
is assured.
—

tongue, or tonsils.
Difficult To Detect
In — Women
f

It is more difficult to
detect in women who have had
vaginal intercourse because
the chancre may appear in the
inner well of the vagina, the
clitoris, ‘or the lips; there—
fore most are unaware that
they have ‘syphilis and have
to be told.
If the primary stage of
syphilis is, not treated, it
progresses to the secondary
stage (from two weeks to six
months) in which a skin rash
may develop.
Beginning as
tiny red spots, ‘they will
soon become brownish and fade
away.

ministered by either
your
personal
physician
or the
health department.
Since syphilis can affect
all parts of the body, an ex—
amination limited to the sex—
ual organs is not sufficient.
Your physician should examine
your eyes,
throat, — heart,
lungs, and abdomen.
Unfortunately, there is no
home remedy for this dread
disease,
and many doctors
have been known
to rip pa—
tients off with exorbitant
fees.
Should you
feel that
this
is happening to you,
please contact
Mr.
Sumner
Glasco, Coordinator,
Memphis
and Shelby County Health De—
partment at 522—2988, or call
the VD hotline, 527—8383.

(NEXT MONTH: — Gonorrhea — Its
Causes,
Symptoms, and Cures)

MCC To

Meet

In Washington

Next year‘s conference of
the Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan
Community
Churches will
be held in
Washington D.C. as
part of
the denomination‘s Affirma—
tion ° ‘76 program, the Rev.
Caused By Bacterium
Troy D. Perry has announced.
The
Rev.
Mr.
Perry,
Their only concern is to‘
Syphilis, ~a disease that
founder
of
the
gay—oriented
see that you get proper treat—
has plagued: the world since
church, said that the general
ment
and that the epidemic is
— the. beginning of
time,.
is
conference in Washington will
brought under control.
Re—
caused by a bacterium called
culminate a year long pro—
member,
these services are
spirochete, or Treponema Pal—
gram.
absolutely free of charge to
lidum, — which is small and
f
"Over a thousand of: us
everyone.
«— corkscrew—like in shape.
will
be going to Washington
Information
released
in
Greyish—Blue On Blacks
enters the body from an
to
affirm
our rights as gay
.— July, 1975, by the health de—
infected person during sexual
people
to
‘Life, liberty and
On blacks, the spots are ‘partment revealed «that only
intercourse and can attack
the
pursuit
of happiness‘,"
178 cases of — syphilis were
any tissue "or organ of the greyish—blue. When the rash
‘the
Rev.,
Mr.
Perry said. "Af—
Of this number, 24
— reported.
body.
Left untreated, ‘it appears on the face, it could
firmation
‘76
will show that
were white males,
77 black
could be especially damaging . be easily mistaken for a num—
even
as
other
groups have or—
males,
11 white females, and
to the "brain, heart, liver, ber ‘of other diseases since
ganized
to
gain
their rights,
66 black females.
syphilis. is ca "great.
‘and bones. ,/
~
nA A
gay people are called now, as.
‘During the primary stage‘_
the Bible tells us, ‘to pro—
No Favorites —
" Make no mistake about it
5 of! syphilis (from ~10 to 90
claim liberation to all
the
days after sexual intercourse — when the symptoms go away,
lands‘ ,"
:
VD
plays
no
favorites.
"— with an.sinfected person) , a this does not mean that you
"By affirming ourselves as
sore appears (called chancre) _‘ are cured of the disease. It ‘Sources reveal that it strikes
gay
people
and Christians:
a teenager every 15 seconds,
"~ at the spot where TP entered merely goes: into a latent
Everyone
With
a
story
to tell the na—
over 1,300 a day.
the body,‘
usually on the stage and could — re—appear
tions,
we
affirm
the American
who has sexual intercourse is
;" fleshy (tip" of the penis, or anytime after a year or more.
Revolution
in
its
Bicenten—
vulnerable.
‘between the glans and the It could result in blindness,
nial
year."
§
$
If you have had sexual in—
heart trouble,
insanity,
or
rest of the penis.
—
To
facilitate
preparations
tercourse, you too could have
/_
It sometimes appears in or even death.
5
for the 1976 General
Confer—
VD and not know it.
Play it
around the opening of the pe—
The only cure for syphilis
ence,
the
Metropolitan
Com—
safe; don‘t risk your health,
is
the proper treatment ad—
nis, on the shaft or scrotum.
munity
Church
<
is
opening
a
or the health of others.
A
Washington office in October.
blood test
is
simple and
It will be located at 110
practically painless,
and it
Maryland
Ave.
could save your life.
"We see: this Washington
office as being able to tie
loose ends together and pro—
Make A Note:
vide us with information for
MCC members about laws and
VD HOTLINE
proposed legislation and the
whole ‘spread of issues re—
527—8383
lated.
to our lifestyle," he
said,
Sy
No
A
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L1feIn Amsterdam ‘Vorld’ ‘Gay Capitalg Guy (hlld Parent
f
byFred Harris —
Drinks, especially beer,
into ~straight nightclubs and Muterluls Wanted

(Note:
GAIETY® News Editor
Fred Harris | recently spent a
week
in Amsterdam, Holland.
This story is based on his
impressions and an interview
he had with the office secre—.
tary of the Dutch gay organi—

zation, C. OC.)

—

They
call
it ‘ the
gay
capital
of Europe," and de—
spite increaSing competition
from other continental cities,
the title seems appropriate.
«_ For
several
decades now,
this canal—ringed
Dutch city
has : been
viewed
as‘ a mecca
for homosexuals. from
Europe
and
around
the world. This
is
not
only because of its
many
gay
bars,
hotels, .and
other
‘establishments,
but,
equally important, because ‘of
its
tolerant
"live
and let
live"
attitude which permits
gay people to be themselves.
In
contrast to some Euro—
pean
countries,
homosexual
acts have been legal in Hol—
land
for many
years.
The
present age of sexual consent
for
gays
is 16, having been
changed from 21 in 1972.
Amsterdam has more than 40
bars
and
clubs
which
are
largely or completely gay. In
addition, .there are six homo—
sexual restaurants
and four
saunas or baths.
&
15 Gay Hotels
To cater to the city‘s ma—
Am—
ny homosexual
visitors,
sterdam also has more than 15
gay or mixed hotels.
Most of
these
are
near popular bars
and,
‘in
a
couple of cases,
are in the same building.
._
Almost
all of Amsterdam‘s
gay establishments are locat—
~ed
in
the
old
part of the
city ringed by the famous ca—
nals.
Many of these are con—
centrated in the
Leidseplein
and Rembrandtplein entertain—
ment
«districts
or. near the
Singel‘ canal
west
of Munt—
plein.

Divorce

Laws

To Be Outlined
Tennessee

divorce

laws

will
be «the
subject
of
‘a
booklet‘ to
be published this
month by the Women‘s Resource
Center.
Written by MSU law school
graduate
Elayne
Adams,
the
booklet
will
list
current
laws
and
their
interpreta—
tions;
guidelines for choos—
ing
a‘ lawyer; and legal and
monetary
discriminations
against women.
f
At
the time of this writ,

ing,
neither cost nor exact
publication date were deter—
mined.
Interested persons
should call
the center for
more information (272—1481) .
The Center is located in
the basement of Union Avenue
Methodist Church, 2117 Union.

are reasonably priced in most
Amsterdam bars, and there‘are
no cover charges.
Several
gay clubs,
however, do have
small "temporary membership‘
fees
for visitors, and for—
eigners must present
their
passports.
‘
4

While a few bars are open
in the afternoon, most night—
spots don‘t open until 9 or
10 ° p.m.
and don‘t become
really active until midnight
or after, Minimum age for
bars and clubs is 18.
American ‘gays
have no
language problems, since Eng—
lishis practically the second:
language of the Dutch.
Casual, Sexy Dress
Amsterdamers are a— stylish
race of people and dress in a
casual sexy way calculated to
please
both girl and boy
watchers.
Tight flared blue
jeans and. jean: jackets are
, very much "in," and the Dutch
seem to take pleasure in dis—
playing their phySical charms
fore and aft.
. Small
single earrings are
popular with both gay and
straight males, and even boys
of 11 and 12 lcan be seen
wearing them.
;
Amsterdam
presently has
several gay organizations. By
far the most important of
these is ‘the
‘Nederlandse
Vereniging tot Integratie van
Homoseksualiteit | COC,"
or
Dutch Society for the Inte—
gration
of
Homosexuality.
Previously known as the Cen—
ter for Culture and Recrea—
tion (C.0.C.), it changed its.
name a few years ago but kept
‘the initials for identifica—
tion purposes.
Oldest Gay Organization,

Founded in 1946, the C. 0.c.
is the oldest continuously
functioning homosexual organ—
ization in the world. It has
more
than
5,000
members
across the Netherlands and
has local groups in more than
.a dozen Dutch cities.
$
The office secretary for
the C.0,.C. headquarters, Ed
De Vries, said that the or—
ganization is active both in
providing
services to the
Dutch gay community .and in
working
with
the ~. larger
straight world. Included in
the latter work are radio and
TV appearances;
talks before
schaol and club groups; and
cooperation with government
officials in improving the
status of Dutch homosexuals.
Besides the C.0O.C., sever—
al other gay groups exist in
Amsterdam. One of the most
active is the Flikkerfront,
which can be loosely transla—
ted, "The Faggot Front." .It
is leftist oriented,militant,
and consists largely of uni—
versity students.
A recent Flikkerfront tac—
De Vries said, has been
| tic,
for male group members to go'

dance—
each otherof (which
is‘law).notwith
a
violation
Dutch
When
they
refuse
. to
leave
and
are
physically
thrown out, police
they complain
to
Amsterdam
about
the
unprovoked
action. assault and demand
‘Integration‘ Tactics
This
puts of theeitherpolice
in
the
position
having
to support
the "integration"
Flikkerfront
members
in
their
efforts or of ignoring valid

Manuscripts showing cor— _
respondence between gay per—
sons and parents are being
solicited by Ms. Betty Fair—
:‘ child, founder and leader of
Parents of Gays. .
:
The planned book is in—
tended to reflect realisti—
cally and sympathetically on /
the
personal
experiences,
problems,
and feelings of
family members when confront—
ed with gay. sexuality.
Essays and poetry dealing ~
with parent/gay child/family
relationships
will also be
considered.
Materials
should: be sent
to:
Betty
Fairchild, 3700
#
Massachusetts‘ > Ave.,
N.W.,
Washington, DC 20016.

complaints,
De Vries
said,
but slowly and begrudgingly.
So far,
Amsterdam has had
no gay parades likethe Chris—
topher Street Day‘ parades in
New York and
San Francisco,
De Vries said.
Gay demon—
strations have been held at
public meetings,. however.
< Some say that Amsterdam is
no longer the haven for. gays _
The National Gay Archives
that it. once was.
If 80, . and Library: Committee is in
this is not ‘because of any . the process of
collecting
growing conservatism by the
various,
important gay ma—
city — on the contrary,
‘it
terials.
f
a
has become increasingly lib—
Materials may be sent, or
eral over the years — but is
information obtained, by wri—
the result of changes else—
ting:
Dennis Lampkowski,
2
where. —
Grove St., Apt.
NYC
(Con‘t on page 15)

Collectmg Now
For Archlves

carey

for'yourself hs.
‘.;. forlyonr friends

To:

aat

y. i.,

GAIETY
P.O. Box 3620
Memphis, Tn. 38103,f

Yes!
Please enter my name as a subscriber. I‘m enclos—
ing $2 for the next four issues
(which, I understand,

will be sent in the well—known "plain, brown envelope").
, name
address
city

state

zip‘l

My friends need GAIETY in their lives, too. Please send
gift subscriptions (I‘m enclosing $2 for each) to:
4

name

*

address |
tity .

a"
A

state.

zip

state

zip

¥.

name
address
city

(Please enclose a card from me:

il

Natives

Libra
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Prefer Harmony, Beauty

. (Jby JJamie
Hester
Astrologers)
OCTOBER

SCORPIO
CANCER
(June 21 — July 22)
(Oct, 23 — Nov. 22)
A restricting time should be Those of you who are having
BIRTHDAY: LIBRA
Use this health problems should get in
easing for you.
time to see all of your mis— touch with a good specialist
The sign of balance in the
takes from last year as Sat— from the 18th to the 21st of
zodiac is signified by the
urn goes out of Cancer.
the month.
Do not take home
scales.,
Libra natives will
cures or special remedies.
go
to
great
lengths to
LEO
(July: 23 — Aug. 22)
achieve peace and harmony.
SAGITTARIUS
They are the last to show
A lease purchase or legal
(Nov. 23 — Dec. 21)
open
hostility.
Not: that matter will unravel itself by
Many of you have an admirer
‘they are cowards, for. they
the 20th, so be patient and who until now has kept si—
possess an adequate amount of wait it out.
she will give
‘lent.
He
or
courage,
but
their basic
~you
the confidence: you need
‘drive is
for tranquil har—
VIRGO
in yourself.
mony.
Libra is ruled by Ve—
(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22)
nus, and natives have a great
Push your own interests, and .
CAPRICORN >
They usually don‘t get so involved in the
love of beauty.
(Dec. 22 — Jan. 19)
take an avid interest in cul—
affairs of other people that You may be strong and pro—
often being
tural pursuits,
you forget your own objec—. tective cof. others‘ welfare,
very
talented
themselves.
but give yourself some atten—
tives.
Seventh sign people are usu—
tion now.
LIBRA
ally extroverted,
and they.
(Sept. 23 — Oct. 22)
enjoy entertaining and all
AQUARIUS
Learn as much as you can, be—
forms of
social intercourse.
(Jan. 20 = Feb. 18)
fore ‘you invest, from one of Certain events beyond your
Libra natives are often ac—
your friends who knows more control will occur in your
cused of being indecisive.
about money matters than you. mate‘s destiny. Watch —the
an erroneous conclu—
‘This is
sion because
they have the
rare
gift of seeing both .
sides of a problem and how it
should be solved — then they
‘come to a conclusion that
will. please
. the majority.
There is a tendency for them
to be extremely susceptible
Their ego is
to flattery.
not very strong, and it re—
guires constant reassurance.
‘Sun in Libra makes for fine
lawyers, judges, and surgeons.
on Hi g
"sRTD G
(Mar. 21 — April 20)
You can still use the bene—
fits of Libra‘s conjunction
to your sun to carry you
through the whole year.

Harris Favors
Anti—Gay Bans
U.S. Senator Fred Harris,
an announced candidate for
the. 1976. Democratic presi—
dential nomination, has said
that he. favors laws to ban
discrimination against gay
people.
f
A
"IL fully support all leg—
to end discrimina—
tion based on sexual prefer—
ence," the senator from Okla—
homa stated.
f
Harris made his statement
at the convention of the
National Women‘s Political
r Jhe Queen‘s Men

can be

|
GEMINI
.;(May 21 — June 20)
Your | energy level should be
up this month,.
Use the peri—
od to bolster your finances.

welcome

that

you

take

To SANDY, You. are an. out—
rageous lover, and : I am in
love with you. Love, your
Child Bride.
f
D—

T. 8B.

Never do on Aug. 28, what can
be put off until Jan. 15,
1976.
f

‘Male and Female entertainers
wanted — apply Golden‘Nugget,
2491 Elvis Presley Blvd.

What inspection sticker?

Dan — I love you.

on

PISCES
(Feb. 19 — Mar, 20)
Something important to your
security should happen this
month.
Even though you feel.
excited, don‘t let everyone
know,

Drop-Dead.

Congratulations
Barbara.

PooSon.‘

to Rose

Unclean, Uncleaner,Uncleanist!

~I hear Ray and Bill are still
crying —‘ over the loss
.of _
Dinnie.
#

Change
Dutch Appeal
(Con‘t from page 14) ‘ Ilove you, PooSon.
During the last 10 years,
several European nations, in—
cluding England and West their
Ger—
many, have abolished
laws banning homosexual acts.
In France, the passing of the
puritanical
regime
has
resulted in some liberal—
ization
— As a there.
result, observers
claim, fewer foreign homo—
sexuals find it necessary to
go to Amsterdam and Holland
to be themselves. Instead,
they are staying in their own
countries to enjoy newly
available freedoms and oppor—
_ tunities.
5
Whatever the truth of
these claims, Amsterdam re—
mains a popular vacation spot
with both Dutch and foreign
homosexuals. Many of these
doubtless realize that a "gay
capital" should
than just an exciting bar
scene. Beyond that it should
provide a civilized and lib—
eral environment in which ho—
mosexuals can be themselves
and strive unimpeded
their
human potential.
And‘full
Amsterdam,
with both a
centuries old reputation for
tolerance and a swinging gay
social scene, goes as far as
any city in providing this
total . package., To that ex—
tent, it deserves without
question its nickname as the
"gay capital of Europe."
Laws

Michelle‘s new long distance
love in New Orleans?

I
But when
are we getting married?

the

"Somebody
Wrong." BP

Done

M.Mc. — She says hi.

Rain Check Lounge —

to Mewphis
38 South Willett

Somebody

—G

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
"We Discriminate For You"
Neva and Peggy,
358—1411

‘CANDL, I use Aim, too,
you soon.
Susan.

Why not?
BUY A CLASSIFIED AD!

\....

tell those you love how you feel

»»..

tell those you don‘t love how you feel

»»..

Sell what you have but no longer want

«.. ask if anyone has

what.you're looking for

|

Classified rate is $2 for the first 15 words, 10 cents a
word thereafter.
Send your ad, along with your money or
check,
to:.
GAIETY, P.0, Box 3620, Memphis, Tn. 38103.

1h

j

(P.S.

‘Keep it clean, please!)
\

and

I love you bitch. 5—11—75,.

Caucus in Boston.

TAURUS
(April 21 — May 20)
Not listening
to good advice
only
makes you pigheaded.,
Some of the
things
used to your advantage.

problems
now.

Not every Judge can build a
better mousetrap.

See

‘RAY JEAN— Shame, shame, shame
on you — can‘t have two.

offer

more

Jo — Happy Birthday. — Nappy.

GRANNY — Please give the car.
back to Phyllis.
She gets
carsick on the bus.

for —

. Dear Mother,
Sorry I haven‘t
had time to write., Love, Lila.

Interested in MCC for Mem—
phis?
Write Ms.
Charlene
Taylor,
Box 3620," Mem—>
phis, TN: 38103
*
pes

PALACE
**

~

|

